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Acronym & Abbreviation 

- ADHOC   The Cambodian Human Rights and Development Association 

- AIJI  The Asian International Justice Initiative 

- BTS  Banteaysrei 

- CDP    Cambodian Defenders Project 

- CHRAC  Cambodian Human Rights Action Committee 

- CMS  Court Manager Section  

- DC-Cam The Documentation Center of Cambodia 

- ECCC  Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia 

- ICFC  The International Center for Conciliation 

- LAC   Legal Aid of Cambodia 

- LICADO Cambodian League For the Promotion Defense of Human Rights 

- LCL  Lead Co-lawyer Section 

- OI  Open Institution 

- PAS  Public Affairs Section 

- TPO   Transcultural Psychosocial Organization 

- VSS  Victims Support Section 

- YFP   Youth for Peace 

- UN Women United Nations Entity of Gender Equality and the Empowerment of   

Women 

 

I. Background 

On 04th November 2013, The Victims Support Section (VSS) of the Extraordinary Chambers 

in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), in cooperation with Transcultural Psychosocial 

Organization (TPO) and Cambodian Defenders Project (CDP) organized the Training 

Workshop on “Gender Sensitivity Reparations Workshop” for Civil Parties Lawyer, Lead 

Co-lawyer and Civil Society, and was held at the Himawari meeting room, Phnom Penh. The 

workshop was facilitated by Ms. Caitlin Reiger, expert consultant. The workshop was 

attended by 45 participants (Female: 24; Male: 21) from different organizations.   
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1. Objective 

The Victims Support Section (VSS) of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia 

(ECCC) in cooperation with Transcultural Psychosocial Organization (TPO) and Cambodia 

Defenders Project (CDP) had organized a workshop under a project funding by the United 

Nations Trust Fund To End Violence against Women. This workshop was created to follow-

up the workshop in 2012. Given the stage of proceedings before the ECCC, the workshop 

focused on Gender Sensitivity Reparations Awards related to the implementation of 

reparations for Khmer Rouge Victims and are hoped to result from the verdict in case 

002/01.   

2. Purpose 

The reparations training was aimed at those involved in the formulation and 

implementation of any awards of 

reparations that may result from the 

verdict in Case 002/01. The material 

covered was also relevant to other 

reparative programming that NGOs 

may engage in with victims of Khmer 

Rouge crimes. The primary 

beneficiaries will include the Lead Co-

Lawyers, VSS staff and NGOs partners.  

The main purpose was to create an opportunity for participants from different institutions 

such as Lead Co-lawyers, Civil Parties’ Lawyers, and NGOs to share knowledge and 

experience with Gender based violence, so as to ensure that their implementation of 

reparation projects are responsive to the needs of victims of sexual and gender-based 

violence in order to reduce their painful for about 25 years ago.  

II. Workshop 

1. Pre Test Workshop Evaluation 

Before start the workshop, VSS staffs ask all the participants fill in the Pre-test workshop 

evaluation:  
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1. Did you attend last year Training workshop? 

• 60% attended last year Training Workshop 

• 40% did not attend last year Training Workshop 

2. What are you expecting from the Training workshop? 

• To know about new development of GBV and reparation 

• To know about reparations projects such as kinds of reparations and 

activities of reparations   

• To promote women to participate in the activities against violation  

• To know more about Women violation during Khmer Rouge Regime 

• Strategies and result of the project 

3. What do you think is the most important issue that needs to be address today?  

• Women’s Violation  or Gender based violation 

• To know about problem of victims to participate in the activities against 

violation 

• Reparation Projects 

• How the victims understand about ECCC’s proceedings 

• How to prevent GBV in the future  

• Effective of solving the problems 

4. What is your current role? 

Workplace Position 
ECCC -Chief of PAS 

-Lead Co-Lawyer (National and International) 

VSS -Program Association 

-Administrative and finance Assistant  

-Outreach Coordinator 

-Civil party Lawyers 

-Legal Assistant 

CDP -Executive Director 

-Civil Party Lawyers/Advisor 

-Project Coordinator 

LAC -Civil Party Lawyer 
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-Assistant Lawyer 

ASF -International CPL 

-Project Coordinator 

CHRAC -Project Officer 

-Assistant 

CPL -Civil Party Lawyer 

ADHOC -KRT project Coordinator 

-Head of Women and Children rights section 

YFP -Fundraising and communication manager 

 -Executive Director 

LICADO -Women’s rights Supervisor 

ICFC -Program officer 

-Advisor 

OI -Women Program Manager 

-Program Assistant 

DC-Cam -Team Leader 

-Grant Manager 

TPO -Advisor 

-Mental Health Technical Assistant 

-Counselor/Trainer 

Banteaysrei -Shelter Coordinator 

AIJI -Representative 

CMS -Translator 

-Interpreter 

Mid-term Evaluation -Freelance Consultant 

 

There are 3 important questions that asked in the pre-workshop evaluation paper. First, 3 

concerning questions had asked to the participants such as the attending, expectation and 

the most important issue. There are 60% had attended the workshop last year while 40% 

didn’t join last year workshop. The participants have different interesting expectations. 

And all expectations concern to the reparation projects and Gender based violence. Some 

participants want to know about reparations and Gender based violation, some want to 
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share and some expect victims’ participation in the workshop to provide opportunity to 

victims to show their painful and real story during Pol Pot regime related to violation 

against women like force sex and force married, etc. Furthermore, the last question focused 

about, what the most important issue is that needs to be address in the workshop? 

Meaningful reparations are the most important issue that almost participants have 

mentioned and need to discuss more.  In order to get the meaning reparations, there are 

several opinions that participants raised, provide justice through the court system (ECCC), 

provide equal rights for victims to participant in any activities, guarantee that reparation 

projects are satisfied by victims and so on.    

2. Opening Remarks 

Mr. Sok Sam Oeun, Executive Director of CDP opened the Workshop by raising 3 important 

points including violation against women during Khmer Rouge Regime, Problem of the 

Khmer Rouge Victims and discrimination against women. Violation against women is not 

only an issue during the Khmer Rouge regime but also now, he added. And nowadays it is 

also violation against men. That’s why we called gender based violence. We have to work 

hard and consider ourselves in the position of victims to get in touch with the victims and 

then we will know how hurt and what the victims want. After that we will find meaningful 

implementation of reparation project because we understand about victims and regard 

what they want. So, the reparation project will make victims feel better and better that we 

can call meaningful reparations.     

3. Lessons from International Practice by Ms. Caitlin Reiger, expert 

consultant) presentation Gender and Reparations in Cambodia 

After the opening remarks Ms. Caitlin Reiger provided an overview of Gender and 

Reparations in Cambodia. During her presentation, she underlined the legal basis of the 

right to reparations, and highlighted the recent comments by the CEDAW Committee 

regarding Cambodia. CEDAW Committee is concerned that ECCC has not adequately 

addressed cases of gender based violence, in particular sexual violence against women 

committed under the Khmer Rouge regime, and also urged the Cambodian government to 

ensure that non-judicial transitional justice processes (including reparations) are 

established for victims. Related to this idea, a question had asked by Mr. Pich Ang, LCL of 
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ECCC, why the Committee said ECCC have not addressed cases of gender based violence? 

Moreover, she also presented about international practice of reparations which must go 

above and beyond the immediate reasons and consequences of the crimes and violations; 

they must aim to address the political and structural inequalities that negatively shape 

women’s and girl’s live. (See attached of slide presentation) 

Ms. Caitlin Reiger raised 3 useful key principles to make meaningful reparation projects:   

• Judicial and administrative reparations should be available to victims of conflict 

related sexual violence to obtain prompt, adequate and effective remedies 

• Individual and collective reparations should complement and reinforce each other 

• Meaningful participation and consultation of victims in the mapping, design, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation of reparations should be ensured.   

4. Continuities of violence by Ms. Inala Fathimath, UN Women 

In order to give participants the current context against which we consider past violence 

against women, the next session focused on the prevalence and causes of sexual violence 

today in Cambodia. Ms. Inala Fathimath presented about the findings from the UN 

Multicounty Study on Men and Violence in Cambodia. (see attached slide presentation for 

more detail information). A short discussion followed about the importance of exploring the links 

between past and present violence.  

5. Exercise (30 minutes) and report back:  

This session aims to encourage participants to put themselves in the position of victims who 

reparations project are intended to benefit. 

Ms. Caitlin asked the participants working in pairs to explore the arguments in favor of two 

different approaches to incorporating a gender focus. The first is to focus on women’s 

experiences, whereas the second is to look at broader structural causes of gender violence. 

(One person takes position A and another takes position B). They had 30 minutes to discuss 

about this case and there were lively debates presented back to the larger group. Most 

people felt that both approaches had merit and ideally programming should incorporate 

elements of both in their work.  
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Person A is meeting with a KR victim to 

encourage them to participate in a 

reparations project (you can choose one 

you are familiar with).  You know the 

person has suffered but you don’t know 

the details. 

 

Person B is the victim. Read the 

testimony sheet and imagine you have 

experienced something similar.  

 

How did you each feel? Did either of you have any difficulty? What might make the process 

easier could you make it easier? 

1) It really difficult to interview with the 

Civil Party so we need to have self-

motivate victims to speak out 

2) When I am interview the victims so 

what the difficult to me, as I am a civil 

party lawyer (male) so the female 

victims would not speak out. So I try 

to meet her many time and remind 

her about her past.  

3) During my interview, the victims 

request for reparation; but the victim 

doesn’t know to request the 

reparation from whom. She request 

the mobile reparation.  

4) Other victims, she is scares with the 

prospector who live close her home 

so the victim is not speak out so we 

tries to motivate her  to speak out. 

Then, the victim request the money 

reparation so we tell the victims that 

ECCC have only the collective and 

moral reparation.    

5) I am Civil party lawyer: I am lawyer I 

1)Mr. Ven Pov, Civil Party Lawyer of VSS, 

shared his own experience about the 

difficulty of pushing women victims to tell 

the real story during Pol Pot’s regime 

because he is a men and victim of violation 

is woman. Victims very embarrass to tell 

their real story of force sex to a lawyer as a 

man, he added. Even though, this situation 

embarrass he said that he have to find any 

ways to convict victims to tell him the real 

violation in order to claim and provide the 

meaning reparations. On the other hand, 

this workshop was also created to know 

about the ideas from participants 

concerning gender based violence and 

reparation. 

2)Ms. SIN Soworn, CPL put herself in the 

position of victims: I am a victim, I feel to 

difficult and I don’t want to remind the bad 

story happened uring the Khmer Rouge 

again…it really hurts…she cries. If I am 

remind my past experience, what should I 

get? 

Lastly, I agreed to speak out as my partner 

has a good motivate. I think that the ECCC 

will find the Justice for me and can help me. 
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need to motivate the victims, 

especially in rape and forced 

marriage’s victims. We need to 

convince victim to speak out. When 

the victims cries,  we put our hand to 

her shoulder and let them cries.  

Some time we cries together. To do 

so, it will make the victims feel 

comfortable and can speak her story. 

and she also want to share this experience 

to young generation that the rape Is really 

have in Khmer Rouge regime. I need to 

share this experience as I also have a 

daughter so I don’t want this story 

happened to my daughter. A mention that 

have only moral reparation so B request to 

put the lesion learnt in to the school’s 

schedule.  

3)My partner is the man so I feel shy to 

speak with him (face to face) it really 

difficult to tell him about my story during 

the Khmer Rouge and my partner is the 

male so he is really hard to speak and ask 

me too.  

 

6. Small Group Discussion  

Then the participants split into small groups to explore in more detail the opportunities 

and possible strategies for gender-sensitive reparations for past crimes in Cambodia.  The 

structure followed the 

categories used by the LCLs in 

their submissions to the Trial  

Chamber in Case 002/1. As 

described further below, each 

group focused on a different 

area of Reparations activities 

currently underway or 

planned. In the discussion 

afterwards, some participants want further help through more workshops and also provide 

opportunity to victims to show their feeling during Khmer Rouge regime, while others 

wanted to guarantee that the implementation of reparation shall be satisfied by victims and 

reparation projects should cooperate with government. Otherwise, Ms. Elisabeth 

Simonneau-Fort, LCL of ECCC, recommended to focus on 3 important things including 

Gender based violence during Khmer Rouge regime, how to make reparation project with 

meaningful implementation and non-Judicial reparations and judicial reparations.  
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The participants divided into 3 groups to discuss the following categories of reparations:  

A. Remembrance/memorialization 

B. Rehabilitation 

C. Documentation/Education 

Questions: 

1. Will your project benefit man and women equally? How will you know? 

2. How might your project transform lives? 

3. What challenges might there be? 

4. Identify 3 steps to improve the gender sensitivity of the project 

Group A: Remembrance/memorialization 

1. Benefits equally 

PMI: will be equal because can choose: # of women and man to project (in 

consultation/design) 

NDR: will be equal because one day for hold national 

both gender will be encouraged to participate.  

- Potential problem with female accessing memorial sites? 

• Collect data on women’s vs men’s access 

• equalize participation through a affirmative efforts to bring number of 

female and male 

- Other activities (dialogues, speakers, etc) 

• Problem : Women not speaking/participating equally 

• Solutions? Space just for women 

• Process Guided facilitation and calling on women 

- Female involved from beginning –obstacles identifies beginning 

- Monitoring throughout to assess participation 

2. Transformative potential 

a. Not completely change but female participation might increase.  
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b. When working with communities committees, you teach them about gender 

equality 

c. Problem: balance issue of gender with themes of the memorial 

d. Substance: including and highlighting women’s experience under Khmer Rouge.  

- Explaining why these stories/ perspective is included.   

3. Challenges 

a) When at home, less able to venture out---more work/obligations 

b) Women less likely to give viewpoint or participate in groups with men 

c) For implementers: Easy to forget gender perspective 

• Solution: systematically  include issue in all stages, elements of project 

• lack of information/awareness about women’s experiences under Khmer 

Rouge 

4. Strategy to make project(s) gender-sensitive?  

1) collect data on women’s men’s  access 

2) Gender specially 

3) Process specific solution  

4) Substance: including and highlight women’s experience under Khmer Rouge.  

Group B: Rehabilitation  

1. Benefits equally 

TPO: Help equal. KRT Project: Fund by UN Trust Fund Project that w are focuse on 

women ( some amen are include)   

Self help group: 12 members in self help group. We are facilitate them to be group 

and motivate them among their them.  

For example: SHG of GBV, SHG of torture survivors  

2. Transformative potential 

• Being able to express 

• Integrate into social activities 
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• Feel more support (from herself and family and community members) 

• Feel more empower 

• More confident and hope 

3. Challenges 

• Limited of participants 

• Difficult to contact 

• Concern of security 

• Poor economic 

• Old, health 

• Political pressure 

• Lose confident of ECCC 

4. Strategy to make project(s) gender-sensitive?  

1) Awareness Raising ( in communities) 

2) Encourage men and women in all activities (sage environment) 

3) Advocate to get more fund/donor and government to address (NGOs 

partner) this gender issue.  

Group C: Documentation/Education 

1. Benefits equally 

- gender-blind design 

- gender balance /equality to the content of the project men and women 

How will you have known? 

- record visitors 

- trains museum admin to be gender-sensitive 

2. Transformative potential 

- educational/educated people  

- acknowledgement 
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- encourage debate/discuss 

- contribute to close/reconciliation  

- Empower victims/survivors 

 

3. Challenges 

- Victims away cannot read/write 

- Lack Cambodian go to museum 

- Lack of encouragement to visit museum 

- Visiting museum is not a part compulsory of education 

- Lack of access to information 

4. Strategy to make project(s) gender-sensitive? 

1) Design of content have to be gender-sensitive 

2) Make all efforts to bring balance between man and women (beneficiaries), 

outreach? 

3) Evaluation/survey  

Comment from participants: 

 

1. We explain that women can speak, how man should understand the behaviors 

2. They are not alone, it have a lot of work to do with women to change their mind, 

some time can change not only the man but some thing of man 

7. Post-Workshop Evaluation 

After the coffee break, all the participants were requested to fill in the form of Workshop 

Evaluation in order to find out how the participants have enriched their knowledge in 

Gender Sensitivity and Reparations. The evaluation was divided into two Paper, Pre and 

Post Workshop Evaluation. Otherwise, this part show only about post workshop evaluation 

and Pre Workshop Evaluation has described above.  

Post Workshop Evaluation talks about the participants view about workshop such as the 

expectation, what they get from the workshop what could have been done in order to 
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improve the next workshop and also recommendations. All of Participants’ views about the 

workshop are shown in the table below: 
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1=Strongly 

Disagree 

(SD); 2 = 

Disagree 

(D); 3 = 

Not Sure 

(NS); 4 = 
Agree (A); 

5 = 

Strongly 

Agree(SA)

. 

Questi

on Nº 

1 

Rates 

the 

follow

ing 

items 

Question 

Nº 2 

 Well 

organized 

and 

covered 

main 

point 

Question 

Nº 3 

facilitator 

conveyed 

ideas 

effectively 

and clearly 

Question Nº 4  

The most 

valuable aspect 

of the workshop 

Question Nº 5 

What you leant 

Question Nº 6 

What to improve in 

workshop 

Question Nº 7 

Any comments 

1 SD    • Exchange ideas 

and Experience 

related to Gender 

and Violence 

• International 

Practice for 

reparation 

projects 

• The Video shows 

of KR victims and 

the ideas from 

group discussion 

about how to 

reduce painful of 

the victims 

• Cooperation with 

Government to 

put GBV during 

KR to ECCC 

• Statistic of UN 

women about 

Gender based 

Violence 

• Learn about sexual 

violence, gender 

and reparations 

• Plan and Goal for 

doing next for 

victims 

• Resolutions of 

equal and 

inequality of 

reparations in 

other countries 

• More discussion 

rather than 

presentation 

• Provide opportunity 

to victims to 

participate in 

workshops to share 

ideas and painful 

during KR  

• If it is impossible to 

provide opportunity 

to victims to 

participate in 

workshops please 

share the meaning and 

result of workshop to 

them 

• It will be better if 

there is any 

participate from 

government 

• Push the participants 

to involve more and 

share their ideas 

• Show the activities 

that have 

implemented  

• Guarantee the 

reparation 

projects that 

implemented 

are satisfied by 

victims 

• It will be better 

if we can create 

this workshop 

very often 

• Share the 

information of 

workshop to 

the local people 
 

2 D    

3 NS 1=4% 2=9% 2=10% 

4 A 
22=92

% 
18=75% 16=66% 

5 SA 1=4% 4=16% 3=13% 
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III. Closing  

Ms. Caitlin Reiger closed the workshop and thanked all organization for their participation. 

There was a number of excellent knowledge from discussion in small group for participants 

to apply in the reparation projects. This is a useful workshop that provides opportunity for 

all organizations to share and get information including Gender Based violence and 

Reparations, she added. All participants can share and get knowledge in this workshop in 

order to participate in creating and implementing meaningful reparations for victims.  

Informal feedback received suggests that the workshop has already prompted more 

discussion on this issue among civil party lawyers. 

Summary of Training 

• The ideas of Gender Based Violence and Reparations 

• Gender sensitivity requires an awareness by all individuals within an institutions of 

the impact of cultural/social stereotypes on their work, followed by positive steps to 

overcome obstacles to quality 

• ECCC-important role but not able to provide “Full justice” 

• Other opportunities must be explored to promote transformative reparations for 

victims of gender crimes in Cambodia 
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Annex 1: Agenda 

 

AGENDA 

Gender Sensitive Reparations Workshop  
Venue: Himawari Hotel/Monday November 04th, 2013 

Time: 8:00-3:00p.m 
 

Time Activities 

 

8:00 – 8:30 a.m 
Registration 

 

8:30a.m-8:40 a.m Welcome Remarks Mr. Sok Sam Oeun, Executive Director of CDP 
 

8:40a.m-9:15 a.m 1. Introduction  

Purpose of the workshop, goals, expectations. This session will recap on 

what we know about SGBV during the DK regime, and how to ensure 

that reparations are gender-sensitive in both design and 

implementation. 

9.15-10.00 a.m 

 

2. Lessons from International Practice (Caitlin Reiger, facilitator) 

This session will examine recent developments at the international level 

on gender and reparations based on comparative experiences.   

Handout: UN Women report of Kampala workshop on Gender, 

Reparations and Development.  

10:00-10:15 a.m 3. Continuities of violence (Inala Fathimath, UN Women) 

 

Women’s experiences of sexual and gender-based violence often 

continue before, during and after conflict.  UN Women will present 

recent research findings on the prevalence of such violence in 

Cambodia and region.  

 

10:15-10:30 a.m Coffee Break 

 

10.30-11.00noon 

 

4. Role Play (3x 5 minute exercises followed by discussion) 

This session aims to encourage participants to put themselves in the 

position of victims who reparations projects are intended to benefit.  

11.00-12.00noon 

 

5. Small group breakout for each proposed category of reparations 

(Remembrance/memorialization; Rehabilitation; 
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Documentation/Education).1 

Questions for each group:  

• How might these projects affect men and women differently?  As 

beneficiaries?  

• Is more information needed?  

• What obstacles might exist to accessing this remedy equally?  

• Is there a risk that the project will reinforce existing inequalities? 

How could these risks be minimized? 

12:00-1:30p.m Lunch 

1.30-2.30p.m 

 

Report back  

 

Each group will summarize their discussion and present a strategy for 

improving the gender-sensitivity of each project. 

 

2.30- 3.00p.m       

       Recommendations and wrap up 

3:00p.m Cl   

Closing by VSS/ECCC officer 

 

 

                                                 
1
 These are the categories of projects proposed by civil parties to the Trial Chamber in case 002/01.  
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

Annex 2: Pre and Post Workshop Evaluation 

 

Pre-Workshop Questionnaire 

Welcome and thank you for joining the Follow-up training workshop. It is very important 

that we evaluated the usefulness of this event. Before we get stared, would you please 

spend a few minutes answering the following questions?សូមសវ គមន៏ និងសូមអរគុណ

ចំេពះករចូលរមួកនុងសិកខ សលៃថងេនះ េហយវពិតជមនសរៈសំខន់ណស់កនុងករវយតៃមលៃនកមមវធីិេនះ។ 

មុនចប់េផតមនូវកមមវធីិ សូមអនកចូលរមួទំងអស់ចំណយេពលេវល២េទ៣នទីេដមបីេឆលយនូវសំនួរដូចខង

េរកមៈ 

1. Did you attend last year Training workshop? េតអនកបនចូលរមួសិកខ សលេនះ កលពីឆន ំ

មុនេទ? 

oYesបទ/ចស  oNo មិនបន           

2. What are you expecting from the Training workshop? េតអនករពឹំងចង់បនអវីពីករចូលរមួ

សិកខ សលៃថងេនះ? 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What do you think is the most important issue that needs to be address today?  

េតអនកគិតថ អវីជបញហ សំខន់ ែដលរតវូេលកេឡងេនកនុងសិកខ សលៃថងេនះ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What is your current role? េតបចចុបបននអនកមនតួនទីជអវី? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Post-Workshop Evaluation 

Please rate the following items on a scale from 1 to 5 by circling the appropriate number: 

1=Strongly Disagree (SD); 2 = Disagree (D); 3 = Not Sure (NS); 4 = Agree (A); 5 = Strongly 

Agree(SA). 

សូមេធវករវយតៃមលនូវចំនុចដូចខងេរកមេដយដក់ចំណត់ថន ក់ ពីេលខ១ដល់េលខ៥េដយ

គូសជរងវង់េលចំណត់ថន ក់ែដលសមរសប៖ 

១. ពិតជមិនយល់រពម  ២. មិនយល់រពម   ៣. មិនចបស់  ៤. យល់រពម  ៥. ពិតជយល់រពម 

 
SD D NS A SA 

1. I felt that the workshop was well organized and the 

main points were well covered and clarified. 

ខញុំគិតថសិកខ សលរតូវបនេរៀបចំេឡងបនយ៉ងលអ េហយ

ចំណុចសំខន់ៗរតូវបនេលកេឡងបនយ៉ងលអ និងបញច ក់យ៉ង

ចបស់លស់ 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. I felt that the facilitator demonstrated 

comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter. 

ខញុំគិតថអនកសរមបសរមួលបនែចករែំលកចំេណះដឹង

យ៉ងេកបះកបយ ពីេមេរៀនែដលពក់ព័នធ 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. I felt that the facilitator conveyed ideas effectively 

and clearly and the material was informative and easy 

to understand. 

ខញុំគិតថអនកសរមបសរមួលបនផតល់នូវគំនិតជេរចនេពរេពញ

េដយអតថន័យ និងចបស់លស់ េហយឯកសរពិតជមនខលឹមសរ 

និងងយរសួលយល់ 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

4. What was the most valuable aspect of the workshop?  

េតអវីជទសសនៈែដលមនតៃមលបំផុតៃនសិកខ សលកនុងៃថងេនះ? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

5. What did you learnt from today? េតអនកបនដឹងអវីពីសិកខ សលៃថងេនះ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. What could have been done to improve the workshop? 

េតរតូវេធវអវីខលះេដមបីឱយសិកខ សលេនះកន់ែតរបេសរេឡង? 

.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. Additional Comments or suggestions: គំនិតេយបល់បែនថម ឫសំណូមពរ 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Annex 3: List of Participants 

Gender Sensitive Reparations Workshop  
 
 

Venue: Himawari Hotel and Apartment/Function Room I and II 

Monday November 04th, 2013/Time: 8:00-3:00p.m 
 
 

Participant List 

 
 

No. Name Org Function Telephone Email address Signature 

Consultant/VSS/ECCC 

1 

Ms. Caitlin Reiger  Expert Consultant 095 779 216 caitlinreiger@yahoo.com  

 

2 

Mr. TAN Visal  VSS Outreach Coordinator  Tan.visal@eccc.gov.kh  

 

3 

Ms. HENG Kimhuch VSS Program Associate 089 589 958 Heng.kimhuch@eccc.gov.k

h 

 

 

4 

Mr. DIM Sovannarom ECCC Chief of PAS  Dim.sovannarom.eccc.gov.

kh 

 

 

5 

Ms. RUOS Chendamony VSS Administrative and 

Finance Assistant 

012 559 299 Ruos.chendamony@eccc.g

ov.kh 

 

 

CDP/UN Women 

6 
Mr. SOK Sam Oeun CDP Executive Director 012 901 199 samoeunsok@googlemail.

com 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

7 
Ms. Inala Fathimath UN Women    

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Lead Co-Lawyer 

8 

Mr. PICH Ang LCL National Lead Co-

Lawyer 

012 739 773 Pich.ang@eccc.gov.kh  

 

9 

Ms. Elisabeth 

SIMONNEAU-FORT 

LCL International Lead-Co 

Lawyer 

077 647 858 SIMONNEAU-

FORT.Elisabeth@eccc.gov.

kh 

 

10 

Ms. Katrina Marie Natale LCL Legal Officer  Natale.KatrinaMarie@eccc

.gov.kh 
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Civil Party Lawyer 

11 
Ms. CHET Vanly VSS/ECCC Civil Party Lawyer 092 810 412 Chet.vanly@eccc.gov.kh 

 

 

12 
Ms. SAO Kanharoat VSS/ECCC Legal Assistant 016 4987 78 Sao.kanharoat@eccc.gov.k

h 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

13 
Ms. TY Srinna VSS/ECCC Civil Party Lawyer 011 913 878 Ty.srinna@eccc.gov.kh 

 

 

14 

Mr. VEN POV VSS/ECCC Civil Party Lawyer 012 659 888 Ven.pov@eccc.gov.kh 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

15 
Ms. SIN Soworn CDP Civil Party Lawyer  soworn@cdpcambodia.or

g 

 

 

16 

Mr. HONG Kimsuon  Civil Party Lawyer  kimsuon.hong50@gmail.c

om 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

17 
Ms. Beini YE CDP Civil Party Lawyer 012 973 026 beini.ye@giz.de  

 

18 
Ms. Christine Martineau ASF International CPL  MARTINEAU.Christine@ec

cc.gov.kh 

 

19 

Ms. Rondot Alice  ASF Project Coordinator  projetcetc@avocatssansfr

ontieres-france.org 

 

20 

Ms. Alice banens LAC Assistant lawyer/ 

Coordinator 
 alicebanens.eccc@gmail.c

om 

 

 

NGOs 

21 
Ms. LACH Sreytouch CHRAC   touch_jerry@yahoo.com  

 

22 

Mr. NY Lyheng ADHOC Assistant of Women 

and Children Rights  

012 982 409   

23 
Mr. LONG Khet YFP Executive Director 011 834 771   

24 
Ms. HOY Sochivanny PCC Executive Director 092 993 positivechange9@hotmail.c

om/   
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775 ; 097 

895 2173 

sochivanny.hoy@gmail.com 

25 

Mr. Cheang Sovannrath LICADO 
Women's Rights 

Supervisor 
012 964 402 wr2@licadho-cambodia.org 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

26 
Mr. BUN Vunthy ICfC Program 012 629 995 vuthy@kdei-karuna.org 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

27 

Ms. SOK Sokunthea OI 
Women Program 

Manager 
012 675 089 s.sokunthea18@gmail.com 

 

 

28 
Mr. CHENG Panha OI Program Assitant 089 472 181 Cheng.panha@gmail.com  

 

29 
Mr. CHEY Therith  DC-Cam Team Leader 017 808 017 Truthterith.c@dccam.org  

 

30 
Ms. CHEA Phalla DC-Cam Grants Manager 017 200 722 Truthphalla!dccam.org  

31 

Ms. TAN Senara 
banteaysr

ei 
Shelter Coordinator 012 950 169 tan_senara@yahoo.com 

 

 

32 
Ms. Noyelydra AIJI  089 324 488 noyelydra@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

NGOs Partner 

33 
Mr. Duong Savorn CDP Project Coordinator, 012 800 816 savorn@cdpcambodia.org 

 

 

34 

Ms. Judith Strasser TPO 
Psychologist, Clinical 

Advisor 
012 918 546 judith@tpocambodia.org 

 

35 

Mr. Ken Carswell TPO Psychologist from UK  KCarswell@CVT.ORG 

 

 

 

36 
Mr. TAING Seng Hun TPO Clinical Assistant 092 323 603 hun@tpocambodia.org 
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37 

Ms. KIM Thida TPO 
Mental Health 

Technical Assistant 
012 548 421 thidakim@tpocambodia.org 

 

38 
Ms. POV Malin TPO Counselor/Trainer 012 565 235 maline@tpocambodia.org 

 

39 
Ms. CHOR Sonary TPO Counselor/trainer 017 277 725 sonary@tpocambodia.org 

 

 

 

Translator 

40 
Mr. Bunleng Cheung CMS Translator  cheung1@un.org  

41 
Mr. SENG Phally  CMS Interpreter  sengp@un.org  

42 

Mr. SUNG Vinntik CMS Interpreter  SUNG.Vinntik@eccc.gov.kh 

 

 

 

 

Other 

43 
Mr. Julian Poluda  Mid-term Consultant 089-669 550 julianpoluda@gmx.de 

 

 

44 
Mr. Chandaro Eav  VSS  017 277736 Eav.Chandaro@eccc.gov.kh  

 

45 
Mr. SNGUON Sothearith  LCL Legal Assistant 017 740 290 Snguon.sothearith  
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• Annex 4:  Slide presentation from Expert Consultant  
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Slide presentation from UN Women 
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• Slide presentation from UN Women 
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